Growing Up Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 5)
10x60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Make Atlanta Great Again
As Atlanta emerges from quarantine, the cast struggles to navigate a new world in troubling times;
Bow's scandalous album rocks Atlanta; Ayana receives a terrifying health diagnosis; Deb drops a
bomb that shocks Waka and threatens her reputation.

2. Georgia Impeach
Despite warnings, Bow threatens to tell all about his exes on his new album; when an ex shows up
in ATL, Bow is forced to face the past; Deb's secret creates turmoil that could tank her reputation.

3. Word In The Streets
Tammy and Deb clash over politics; Diamond confronts Pimpin; Jhonni has to confess to Deb.

4. Fight For Your Life
Brat presses Judy to move to Atlanta; Hurricane wants to help a sick Ayana, but Shaniah takes a
different approach; Ree tries to reconcile with Brat and Deb; Diamond's album release party ends
in turmoil.

5. Battle of the OGs
A fight at Diamond's party steals her spotlight, creating a conflict that threatens to tear the cast
apart; Deb unites everyone on a new project; Brat is angry when she hears that Deb is keeping
things from her; Ayana recovers from COVID-19.

6. Waka Weighs In
Bow and Brat refuse to be part of Deb's project, causing a huge rift that may be permanent; Deb
doesn't like the tough love Waka gives; Ree wants to make things right with Ayana over an ugly
Twitter feud, but Ayana refuses.
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7. Guns Blazing
Brat appeals to JD about Bow's scandalous new album, but his response throws her for a loop;
Shaniah and JD join forces to make positive changes in their community; BT's birthday party
culminates in an all-out girl fight.

8. Call Security
Jesseca persuades Brat to give Jhonni another chance, but tempers flare when Brat and Jhonni
face off; Bow learns that one wild night could affect the rest of his life; Tammy is shocked when
Ayana and Ree's longstanding feud spirals out of control.

9. Savage Love
Pimpin' and Diamond call it quits, and Khi can't resist making a move when he learns Diamond is
single; Bow anxiously awaits the results of his paternity test and considers how a baby son could
impact his future.

10. Lil Bow Wow
Bow finds out if he's a new daddy; an emergency at Deb and Brat's EP party causes Jhonni to
suffer a meltdown, and Waka is caught in the crossfire; Diamond embraces newly single life, and
Khi prepares to make his move.
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